
PICTAR APP GLOSSARY - MAIN FEATURES

 Step 1. Choose your "Status" (type of activity). Click on the icon to continue. 

 Status icons are available when turning on the app / at the setting area under the "Smiley" icon PRO FAMILY TRAVEL SOCIAL

 Step 2. Choose between 20 pre-set modes.

 Follow the chart to learn which mode is available in each of the 4 status. PRO FAMILY TRAVEL SOCIAL

Auto
The app does it all. Simply point, focus and shoot and let the app create the perfect 
image for you.

V V V V

ISO Priority
Choose your desired ISO value (20-2000) to determine how receptive of light you want 
the camera's sensor to be. The app will compensate the shutter speed for optimal 
exposure.

V

Shutter Priority
Choose your desired shutter speed  (1/2 -1/8000 sec.) for freezing or blurring the 
object. The app will compensate the ISO value for optimal exposure.

V

Manual
Manual adjustment of ISO, Shutter Speed and the Manual Focus option, for maximum 
control. 

V

Sport
Choose Sport Mode to capture fast moving objects. The app will automatically set a 
faster shutter speed.

V

Macro
The manual focus option is unlocked, allowing focus point selection while shooting 
macro.

V

Video                                     
(Pro status)

Video camera is activated. Useful features like Grid, Horizon, Stabilization, Focus lock, 
Frame rate (24-240 fps) and more are unlocked. Note:  Some of the advanced video 
features are available only in the "Pro" mode.

V

Video                           
(Travel / Family / Social)

Auto Video modes - Just point and shoot. V V V

Selfie The app switches between front and rear cameras. V

Filters
Go crazy with 38 different filters. Control filter intensity - before taking the shot - by 
using the slider.

V

Baby Makes any baby picture softer and brighter. Control filter intensity using the slider. V

Party
Add eye-popping colors and enhance contrast for party pictures that makes you go 
'wow'. Control filter intensity using the slider. 

V

B&W The Black & White outline effect turns pictures into detailed pencil-like drawings. V V V

Retro
Add monochromatic warmer tone to your image. Control filter intensity by using the 
slider.

V V V

Loop Capture a short video clip and watch it repeat itself again...  and again… and again… V V V

Boomerang Capture a short video clip and watch it go back and forth. V V V

Beach Enhances red tones for dramatic beach shots. V

Snow
Overexposes the image for a more natural, white snow tone. Control filter intensity 
using the slider.

V

Tan
Capture your desired skin tone when shooting portraits. Control filter intensity using 
the slider.

V

Food
Enhances color and adds contrast for richer food shots. Control filter intensity using 
the slider.

V V

Landscape Activates horizon and grid indicators - for better landscape composition. V



 Step 3.  Enter the "Settings" screen to adjust the camera settings

Settings Press the Settings icon located on the upper right corner of the screen. 

 Step 4. Camera Settings 

 Follow the chart to learn which settings are available in each of the 4 activities PRO FAMILY TRAVEL SOCIAL

Flash Choose between 5 flash options. V V V V

White Balance Choose between 6 WB options. V

Aspect Ratio Choose between 3x4, 16x9 and 1:1 aspect ratios. V V V V

Timer Choose between 0, 3, 5, 10, 15 second self-timer options. V V V V

Grid Activates an on-screen 3x3 grid for better composition. V

Filters Choose between 38 exciting filters. Control filter intensity using the slider. V

Face detection Automatically recognizes and locks focus on human faces. V V V V

Zoom Choose between slow to fast zoom speed (6 speed levels). V V V V

Horizon On-screen indicator will assist you in levelling the picture/video. V

Histogram Shows histogram, for a graphical representation of the tonal values of your image. V

Format Choose between JPEG and TIFF formats. V

Live view Capture photos that come alive when you touch them. V

Focus Choose between Auto and Manual Focus. V






